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Chairman Grove, Chairwoman Davidson, and members of the Committee,I
am Michael Newsome, Secretary of the Governor's Office of Administration
(OA). On behalf of the Office of Administration, thank you for the
opportunity to testify before this Committee to discuss telework policies and
practices for the commonwealth during the COVID-19 pandemic. With me
today is Reid Walsh who is OA's Deputy Secretary for Human Resources and
Management.

The Committee's specific request for this hearing was that OA review current
telework policies and practices during COVID-19, including how they have
changed since last March.

As you know, the COVID-19 pandemic has had, and continues to have,
unprecedented impacts and challenges across the world, including for
Pennsylvania's citizens, private sector businesses, and state, county, and
local governments.
Over the past year, we've seen countless examples of how the pandemic has
affected operations across a variety of sectors. Increased demand for certain
products created shortages for items ranging from paper towels to bicycles.
Increased demand for home delivery led to delays for the Postal Service and
private shipping companies.

One essential public health measure that has been widely adopted by private
sector businesses, governments, and other entities is to have employees
work remotely, if possible. The current Order of the Secretary of the
Pennsylvania Department of Health for Mitigation and Enforcement states
that "Unless impossible, all businesses must conduct their operations
remotely, through individual teleworking of their employees..."

With respect to state agencies under the Governor's jurisdiction, beginning
in mid-March, all employees whose work functions and responsibilities
permitted them to work remotely were required to do so in accordance with
this order and updated orders, under a Temporary Telework agreement in
place until it is safe for them to resume in-person operations. Again, this
step was taken as an essential public health measure and in accordance with
direction from the Department of Health to all Pennsylvania employers. The
Governor and the entire administration are committed to the safety of our
employees and the public while at the same time ensuring essential
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functions of state government remain in place. For the past year, telework
has made it possible to achieve both of these goals.
At this time, approximately 65% of state employees continue to report in-

person full-time to their worksites. The remaining 35% of state employees
either telework full-time or split their time between working-in person at
their worksite and working remotely based on their job duties.

Until the COVID-19 pandemic is controlled, telework where possible is the
appropriate and prudent course of action for all employers - both public and
private. In fact, many businesses are looking at allowing employees to

continue to telework even after the pandemic subsides.

Before the start of the pandemic, most commonwealth employees had never
worked remotely or had limited experience in doing so. Like many other
businesses and organizations, we did not have enough equipment on hand
to deploy to every employee whose work location was unexpectedly closed
due to the pandemic. This created marketplace shortages for items such as
laptops. Nonetheless, we assisted agencies with procurement activities to

acquire more than 3,100 additional laptops. We repurposed an additional
400 existing laptops that were near end of life and helped one bureau
redeploy over 650 desktops to staff working from home, among numerous
other efforts. We appreciate the staff at DGS who assisted with such
procurement activities.
In the early months of the pandemic, there were over 9,000 employees
whose worksites were closed and who were unable to telework. Today,
through the accomplishments referenced above and many others, virtually
all of our salaried workforce is able to work remotely or in-person.

We also launched a telework website with guides, videos, articles, and other
resources to help our employees transition to telework and do so effectively.
Although not necessarily telework related, many of our employees needed to
perform new or additional work related to the COVID-19 response. In
addition to the unprecedented surge of Pennsylvanians seeking
unemployment compensation benefits, there were significant increases in
need for the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), for
example. The activation of the Pennsylvania Emergency Management
Agency (PEMA) Commonwealth Response Coordination Center and the
Department of Health Emergency Operations Center has required around the
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clock staffing by hundreds of employees over the past year to support the
response to COVID-19, while at the same time maintaining their other job
duties.
While there may have been a short adjustment and learning curve period
early on,Ibelieve that our employees transitioned well and were quickly
able to resume the performance of their essential job responsibilities. I
believe our state employees have done an excellent job in ensuring the
continuity of the essential functions of state government.
There are many examples of how our employees have been able to telework
and serve our citizens in this unprecedented and challenging COVID-19
world. Let me share just a couple of examples as to how our employees
have continued to serve our citizens during this difficult time.
The Office of Administration's information technology employees stood up
new applications and services to support the COVID-19 response and
implemented countless system changes to support operational decisions. All
of this, while continuing to advance non-pandemic related projects and
initiatives.
OA's HR professionals provided one-on-one support to thousands of
employees who had questions about their health benefits, leave, and mental
health concerns related to the pandemic.

The Department of Human Services' ChildLine staff have continued to
answer calls from their homes regarding suspected child abuse or concern
about child welfare, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
DHS county assistance office employees have also continued to serve
Pennsylvanians seeking assistance from programs like Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program, Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program
(LIHEAP), and Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) while
working remotely.
PennDOT staff in District 4 developed a process to issue hauling permits
electronically from home, while employees in District 6 created a virtual
process to update Highway Occupancy and Utility Permit inspections.
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Department of Agriculture employees in the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
have conducted inspections, quarterly audits of shelters, and other work
virtually during the pandemic.

Laboratory employees in Agriculture's Bureau of Food Safety have worked
rotating schedules to ensure only one or two scientists are in the lab at a
time, and then crunch data outside the lab while teleworking.

Staff at the Department of Revenue's Bureau of Imaging and Document
Management (BIDM) facility transitioned to working in split shifts to follow
health and social distancing protocols. Additionally, roughly 50 Revenue
employees from other bureaus within the department were reassigned into
temporary roles at BIDM. These efforts helped to ensure that all mail, paper
tax returns, paper checks, and claims for the Property Tax/Rent Rebate
Program continued to be processed timely during the pandemic.

Across the Commonwealth enterprise, managers and supervisors continue to

oversee the work of their employees through regular communication using
tools like Microsoft Teams, as well as ensuring that employees are
completing tasks assigned to them and ensuring that employees are
available and responsive during their scheduled shifts. Metrics used by
program offices to track performance and outcomes before the pandemic
remain in effect.
Moving forward, we will continue to transition into a new work environment
as the private sector is doing. We are working to have each agency under
the Governor's jurisdiction provide their strategic plans on permanent
telework for those employees who can do so. We will review those plans
and work with the agencies to implement telework policies and practices that
can deliver high-level customer service for our citizens.
For the Committee's information,Idid receive letters back in August and
September alleging that constituents were unable to get in touch with
anyone in state agencies. Despite repeated requests, OA has yet to be
provided with further details. If there are specific examples of
communication difficulties with agencies that you wish to share,Iwould be
pleased to address them with the agencies in question and, where
appropriate, make any changes that may be necessary to address the
concerns.
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In closing,I want to share my personal feelings about our state employees.
I can say without reservation that they are as hard working, dedicated and
talented as any employee that I've ever encountered in my business career.
In my opinion, we have one of the best state workforces in the nation. They
have met the challenges facing Pennsylvania and Pennsylvania's future will be
brighter because of them and their inspired public service.

On behalf of the Office of Administration, we appreciate the opportunity to
testify today.

Thank you for your time.
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September 11, 2020

The Honorable Seth M. Grove
7 East Wing
P.O. Box 202196
Harrisburg, PA 17120-2196

The Honorable Frank Ryan
149A East Wing
P.O. Box 202101
Harrisburg, PA 17120-2101

Dear Representative Grove and Representative Ryan:

In response to your letters of August 7, 2020 and September 3, 2020,1 am eager to provide you with
additional information about the commonwealth’s telework strategy.

As you know, the COVID-19 pandemic has had, and continues to have, unprecedented impacts and
challenges across the world including for Pennsylvania’s citbens, private sector businesses, and state,

county, and local governments. The commonwealth continues to do everything it can to stop the
spread of COVID-19 and protect the public. One essential public health measure that has been
taken nationally by private sector businesses, governments, and other entities is to have employees
work remotely unless that method is incompatible with their job duties. Governor Wolf strongly
recommended this measure be taken at the outset of the pandemic and, as recently as July 15, 2020,

he continued the recommendation that employees be permitted to work remotely if possible. With
the continued surge of the COVID-19 pandemic, public health dictates that this remain the
appropriate and prudent course of action for both the private and public sector. Private sector

businesses across the state and nationally are continuing to have their employees work remotely to

protect the employees and to help mitigate the continued spread of COVID-19.

With respect to our state agencies, beginning on March 16, 2020, all employees whose work
functions and responsibilities permitted them to work remotely, were required to do so in
accordance with a Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Temporary Telework agreement and pursuant to

Management Directive 505.33. Again, this step was taken as an essential public health measure. The
Governor and the entire administration are committed to our employees and their safety while at the
same time ensuring essential functions of state government remain in place. Employees who
perform essential services continue to do so while other employees telework when capable of doing
so. Approximately 65% of the roughly 72,000 state employees continue to report full-time to their
worksite. The remaining 35% of employees either telework full-time or split their time between the
worksite and working remotely based on their job duties.

Office of Administration
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Although the Office of Administration (OA) was already in the process of expanding the availability
of telework before the start of the pandemic, many employees had never worked remotely or had
limited experience in doing so. Further, many were not equipped with the necessary hardware or
software to telework securely. Many businesses and governments were in similar situations, creating
marketplace shortages of these items. Nonetheless, we were able to procure more than 540
additional laptops in less than two weeks, repurpose an additional 400 existing laptops that were
near end of life, and help one bureau redeploy over 650 desktops to staff working from home,
among numerous other efforts. At one point, there were over 9,000 employees whose worksites
were closed and who were unable to telework. Today, through the accomplishments referenced
above and many others, there are fewer than 200, less than one-third of one percent of our salaried
workforce, who are unable to work remotely.

We also assisted Title 1 school districts in Pennsylvania to obtain more favorable pricing for laptops,
tablets, and Internet connectivity so their students could learn from home. We supported the
Department of Human Services to enable remote work for employees in county assistance offices
across the commonwealth, allowing them to continue to deliver essential services to Pennsylvanians
in need without endangering themselves or clients through potential virus exposure. With the
increased demand for human services programs and supports caused by the pandemic, the
continued productivity of county assistance workers through telework has certainly saved lives.

Moreover, many of our employees needed to perform new or additional work directly or indirectly
related to the COVID-19 response. In addition to the unprecedented surge of Pennsylvanians
seeking unemployment compensation benefits, there are significant increases in need for the
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), and others. The activation of the Pennsylvania
Emergency Management Agency (PEMA) Commonwealth Response Coordination Center and the
Department of Health Emergency Operations Center has required around the clock staffing by
hundreds of employees over the past five months to support the response to COVID-19, while at
the same time maintaining their other job duties.

Although there may have been a short adjustment and learning curve period, I believe that our
employees transitioned well and were quickly able to resume the performance of their essential job
responsibilities. I believe our state employees have done an excellent job in ensuring the continuity
of the essential functions of state government during this unprecedented worldwide pandemic.

Responding to the COVID-19 crisis, OA has also been responsible for expanding many
information technology capabilities for additional COVID-19 program needs, beyond just
teleworking. This includes establishing notifications to State Police dispatchers and Troopers
when the address of an emergency call matches COVID-19 positive case data. IT staff also
deployed numerous updates to PennDOT’s driver and vehicle services system because of
COVID-19, including temporarily suspending reminder letters about driver’s exams, stopping
downgrades of CDL drivers for expired medical certifications, disabling the ability to
schedule driver’s exams, and allowing the re-use of existing license photos.

Office of Administration
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Elsewhere, system changes were implemented to stop the assessment of late fees on business loans issued by
the Department of Community and Economic Development (DCED), offer two new DCED loan
programs for small businesses affected by the pandemic, defer payments and interest in April for
800 local fire companies with loans from PEMA, and stop automatic electronic withdrawals on all
DCED and PEMA loans in April. Messaging and notification capabilities for the Department of
State (DOS) needed to be upgraded to support increased communication about changes to voting
and elections because of COVID-19. Prior to the pandemic, DOS would send an average of 2
million notifications per month. At times during the pandemic, DOS was distributing over 2 million
notifications per day.

We have worked closely with our agency stakeholders to understand their needs, timelines, and
funding constraints to provide solutions that met such requirements within the resources available.

While I believe these successes to be impressive, we have continued to monitor efficiencies in this
remote environment. We ask managers at all agencies to provide details of employee work status. As
we do when employees are working in their physical location, management is diligent in its efforts to

provide oversight to ensure productivity.

Governor Wolf and I both have spent almost our entire professional lives running businesses in the

private sector. We both have made customer service a top priority in business. From the beginning
of this administration, one of the Governor’s top priorities has been having a government that
works for our citizens. The Governor’s “Customer Service Transformation” initiative shows his
deep commitment to this customer service priority. Customer service will remain a top priority
regardless of whether an employee is working at a physical location or working remotely.

In addition to being the Secretary of OA, first and foremost, I am a Pennsylvania citizen and
taxpayer. I most certainly want to ensure that our citizens receive the best service possible. If there
are specific examples of communication difficulties that you wish to share with the subject agencies,
I am confident that they will look into those matters and, where appropriate, make any changes that
may be necessary to address these concerns

Sincerely,

/
Michael Newsome
Secretary, Office of Administration

Office of Administration
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MANAGEMENT
DIRECTIVE

505.33
Amended

Number

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

GOVERNOR S OFFICE
Subject:

Working From Home During Emergencies Including a Pandemic Influenza Event

Naomi Wyatt, Secretary of Administration

By Direction Of: Date:

August 20, 2007

This directive replaces the February 9, 2005
memo from the Deputy Secretary for Human
Resources and Management subject “Working
from Home” and establishes policy for agencies
to enable and permit certain employees to work
f r o m h o m e d u r i n g p e r i o d s o f
emergencies. This directive does not establish
a policy for teleworking or permit employees
(other than those that currently work from their
homes) to work from home for routine or non-

emergency situations. Changes are indicated
by marginal dots.

1. PURPOSE. To establish general policy that will enable Commonwealth agencies to include in their

emergency operations plans the ability for certain employees to work from home during a period of emergency,

in order to allow the agencies to continue to provide essential and critical services to the citizens of Pennsylvania.

2. SCOPE. This directive applies to employees in all departments, boards, commissions, and councils

under the Governor’s jurisdiction. Agencies not under the Governor's jurisdiction and using the commonwealth's

connection to the Internet are encouraged to use this directive as a guideline. This policy shall be applicable

to all emergencies, as part of the three-scenario planning concept, including but not limited to natural and

man-made disasters and pandemic influenza. Because the response to an emergency will be event driven,

this policy provides general guidance only, and agencies can expect more specific guidance and direction

through additional Management Directives and Executive Orders during actual periods of emergency.

3. OBJECTIVE. To define and establish general standards for determining the circumstances under which

working from home will be incorporated into each agency's Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP).

4. DEFINITIONS.

a. Critical business functions. Those functions, stated or implied, that must be performed during or

after a period of emergency either because they are required by statute, regulation or executive order or are

otherwise necessary to provide vital services, exercise civil authority, maintain the safety and well being of the

general populace, and sustain critical support to the citizens of Pennsylvania or other Commonwealth

departments.
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b. Three-Scenario Planning Concept. Each Agency's COOP must address each of the following
scenarios:

(1) The single building scenario assumes that only one building is affected, for either a short
(hours or days) or long term (weeks or longer) period. If an agency is housed in multiple buildings in one
geographic area, e.g. Harrisburg, then the single building event would likely only affect a portion of all critical
business functions. Displacement is relatively minor and there is minimal impact to interdependencies among
agencies;

(2) The catastrophic scenario assumes massive displacement of the agency as well as many
others, e.g. the Capitol Complex, with substantial degradation to interdependent resources and systems;

(3) The pandemic scenario assumes that there is an influenza-generated disruption of the workforce
that is indiscriminate as far as impact, and that infrastructure is affected only to the extent that systems
require maintenance and/or operation by a severely depleted workforce. A pandemic event may last for
months and may require on-going critical function evaluation. For example, a function that is not critical in
the beginning of the pandemic may become critical later.

c. Alternate Work Site. An alternate worksite(s) selected by an agency to be used when the primary
worksite is not available. The alternate worksite may not accommodate all employees from the regular work
location. Depending on the event, an agency may have several alternate sites including public sites with
internet connections such as libraries or computer enabled training facilities.

d. Emergency or Period of Emergency. Any natural or man-made disaster or pandemic influenza
event that causes an interruption in normal work practices.

e. Social Distancing Management. Taking measures to slow the spread of pandemic influenza by
limiting the oppportunities for exposure to the virus.

f. Telework. For the purpose of this directive is working from an employee’s home when an employee’s
primary work location is inaccessible or the employee is not able to be located in the agency’s alternate work
location due to an emergency. A pandemic scenario may require certain employees to work from home to
achieve a social distancing management. A catastrophic scenario may require certain employees to work
from home in order to reduce the amount of space the Commonwealth needs to identify for use as alternate
work sites for multiple agencies.

5. TECHNOLOGY.

There are different levels of technology available to enable working from an alternate work location or
home. Technologies range from land telephones and cell phones to Wireless email and Virtual Private
Networks (VPN). Each of these technologies has a cost associated with it both in dollars and system
resources. It is very important that each agency match the available technology with necessary requirements
for an alternate work location or the functions an employee will be expected to perform at home. Information
on the available IT system technologies and considerations for their use is found in ITB-BUS003 Emergency
Telework Policy

6. POLICY.

a. Each agency , as part of its Continuity Of Operations Plan (COOP), is to identify its critical business
functions and the methods in which those critical business functions will be accomplished during periods of
emergency. The agency COOP is to address how it will provide critical services under the three-scenario
concept. This should include identifying which employees, essential to continuing critical operations and
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disaster recovery, will report to an alternate work location and which will work from home. Not all employees

will be involved in initial emergency operations or initial recovery efforts and not all employees will be able to

perform work from home.

b. Employees working from home will continue to be covered by and expected to abide by all existing

Commonwealth policies and regulations, including but not limited to worker's compensation, collective bargaining

agreements, memoranda of understanding, and the Civil Service Act and Rules as modified by any Executive
Orders.

c. Pursuant to this policy the Commonwealth will not establish home offices, nor provide permanent

installation of computers or other technological equipment for a home office for employees who do not

already have this as part of their employment structure.

d. This policy does not permit employees to work from home during non-emergency periods, except for

the purposes of training, testing and/or exercising the agency’s COOP.

7. RESPONSIBILITIES.

a. Office of Administration shall:

(1) Establish appropriate technology policies and procedures to enable teleworking pursuant to this

Management Directive-ITB-BUS003 Emergency Telework Policy.

(2) Establish specific enterprise-wide policies regarding workforce management during periods of

teleworking, including communications, supervision and accountability. (See Appendix A).

(3) Handle labor relations related to this policy with all relevant bargaining units.

(4) Answer agency questions concerning the application of this management directive.

b. Agencies shall:

(1) Develop a COOP using the three-scenario concept which may include certain employees

performing work supporting critical business functions from the employees’ homes.

(2) Regularly review its COOP, including the ability to perform those critical business functions at an

alternate work location or from employees’ homes.

(3) Provide aggregate information to the Office for Information Technology (OIT) about the total

number of employees who could be expected to work from home in an emergency, so that the Office of

Administration is able to assess the total demand for remote network capability and address any shortfall.

(4) The agency head or designee shall consult with the Office of Human Resource and Management

to determine when an emergency exists that will activate the working from home provisions of this policy.

(5) Regularly review its COOP, including the ability to perform those critical business functions at an

alternate work location or from employees’ homes.

(6) The agency head or designee shall provide specific information regarding the activation of the

working from home provisions of this policy to the Office of Human Resources and Management as soon as

possible.

(7) Each agency shall establish a training plan and conduct periodic exercises to identify issues and

assess effectiveness of working from alternate locations including the homes of identified employees.
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c. Employees shall:

(1) Adhere to the requirements of all applicable policies and procedures regarding the use of
technology, including but not limited to MD 205.34 and MD 205.29.

(2) Adhere to all Commonwealth policies and procedures, including hours of work, safety, security,
confidentiality, use of Commonwealth equipment, standards of conduct, and the prohibition on conducting
personal business during work hours.

(3) Complete the ‘‘Employee Emergency Teleworking Agreement”, Appendix A, prior to working
remotely, including for training, testing and/or COOP exercise purposes.

Enclosure - Appendix A "Employee Emergency Teleworking Agreement"
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Appendix A

Employee Emergency Teleworking Agreement
1. Teleworking

• Teleworking is to be used only when the normal worksite is not available or accessible during
emergencies or to achieve a social distancing management methodology.

• An employee must have the pre-approval of their agency head or designee prior to working
from home.

• When working from home:
o It is the responsibility of the employee to ensure that all the requirements to do

official work are met in an environment that allows the tasks to be performed
safely.

o It is the employee’s responsibility to designate one area in the home that is
suitable for the performance of official Commonwealth business, and the
Commonwealth’s potential exposure to liability is restricted to this official work
area.

o The Commonwealth is not responsible for any operating costs that are associated
with the employee’s home as a worksite. This includes maintenance, insurance,

and utilities.

• If the Commonwealth has provided equipment to the employee, the employee agrees to
permit access to their home worksite by agency representatives as required, normally with a
24-hour notification and during normal working hours, to repair or maintain
Commonwealth-furnished equipment, and to ensure compliance with the terms of this
teleworking agreement.

2. Time and Attendance, Work Performance and Overtime

• Time spent working at home must be accounted for and reported in the same manner as if the
employee reported for duty at their normal work location.

• The employee is required to satisfactorily complete all assigned work, according to
established standards and guidelines.

• The employee is required to follow normal agency procedures regarding the requesting and
approval of overtime, compensatory time and leave.

3. Security and Equipment

• The employee is required to abide by the same information security policies and procedures
regardless of where they are conducting Commonwealth business.

• Data accessed using privately owned equipment may only be stored on Commonwealth
furnished equipment. Commonwealth equipment includes memory stick and mobile hard
disk (using Commonwealth data encryption standards), DVD, CD, or floppy disk.



• The employee is responsible for the security of all official data, and protection of any
Commonwealth-furnished equipment and property, in carrying out duties at their home worksite.

• Commonwealth-furnished equipment must only be used for official duties, and may not be used
by non-Commonwealth employees.

• The agency shall be responsible for obtaining software licenses that are used on privately owned
equipment for official business. When privately owned equipment is no longer used it is the
responsibility of the teleworker to remove and return all government-owned software to the
agency software manager. Commonwealth-furnished software is subject to copyright laws and
shall not be copied onto other systems that are not authorized.

• The agency is responsible for the maintenance of all Commonwealth-furnished equipment. The
employee may be required to bring such equipment into the office for periodic maintenance. The
employee must return all Commonwealth-furnished equipment and material to the agency when
employment terminates or at the agency’s request.

1 . Workers’ Compensation and Other Liabilities

• An employee who is directly engaged in performing the duties of their jobs is covered by all
applicable state employee compensation acts while work at home.

• The employee is required to follow standard procedures regarding reporting of any accident or
injury at the home work site. The Commonwealth’s potential exposure to liability is restricted to
the official workstation for the purposes of teleworking

2. Standards of Conduct

• The employee continues to be bound by all Commonwealth standard policies, including but not
limited to the Governor’s Code of Conduct while working at the home worksite.

3. Computer Security Training

• The employee must complete the appropriate Computer Security Training prior to begin
teleworking

I have reviewed and understand the terms and conditions of this Emergency Teleworking
Agreement.

Signature:
Employee: Date:

I have reviewed and discussed the terms and conditions of this Emergency Teleworking
Agreement with the employee.

Signature:
Supervisor: Date:
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Temporary Teleworking Agreement

1. Teleworking
• Teleworking is only to be used when the normal worksite is not available or accessible

during emergencies, or to achieve a social-distancing management methodology.
• An employee should try to obtain the pre-approval of their agency head or designee prior

to working from home.
• When working from home:

o It is the responsibility of the employee to ensure that all the requirements to do
official work are met in an environment that allows the tasks to be performed
safely.

o It is the employee's responsibility to designate one area in the home that is suitable
for the performance of official Commonwealth business, and the Commonwealth's
potential exposure to liability is restricted to this official work area.

o The Commonwealth is not responsible for any operating costs that are associated
with the employee's home as a worksite. This includes maintenance, insurance, and
utilities.

2. Time and Attendance, Work Performance and Overtime
• The employee should satisfactorily complete all assigned work according to established

standards and guidelines,

• The employee is required to follow normal agency procedures regarding the requesting
and approval of overtime, compensatory time and leave.

3. Security and Equipment
• The employee is required to abide by the same information security policies and

procedures regardless of where they are conducting Commonwealth business.
• Data accessed using privately owned equipment may only be stored on Commonwealth

furnished equipment.
• The employee is responsible for the security of all official data in accordance with

established guidelines.
• Commonwealth-furnished equipment must only be used for official duties, and may not be

used by non-Commonwealth employees.
• The agency shall be responsible for obtaining software licenses that are used on privately

owned equipment for official business. When privately owned equipment is no longer used
it is the responsibility of the teleworker to remove and return all government-owned
software to the agency software manager. Commonwealth-furnished software is subject
to copyright laws and shall not be copied onto other systems that are not authorized.

• The agency is responsible for the maintenance of all Commonwealth-furnished equipment.
The employee may be required to bring such equipment into the office for periodic
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maintenance. The employee must return all Commonwealth-furnished equipment and

material to the agency when employment terminates or at the agency's request.

4. Workers' Compensation and Other Liabilities
• An employee who is directly engaged in performing their official duties is covered by all

applicable state employee compensation acts while work at home.

• The employee is required to follow procedures regarding reporting of any accident or injury

at the home work site. The Commonwealth's potential exposure to liability is restricted to

the official workstation for the purposes of teleworking.

5. Standards of Conduct
• The employee continues to be bound by all Commonwealth standard policies, including but

not limited to the Governor's Code of Conduct while working at the home worksite.

6. Security Awareness & Acceptable Use Training

• The employee should complete the appropriate Security Awareness and Acceptable Use

training if possible prior to beginning telework or as soon as reasonably practical.

I have reviewed and understand the terms and conditions of this Temporary Teleworking

Agreement.

Employee Name: .Date:

I have reviewed and discussed the terms and conditions of this Temporary Teleworking Agreement

with the employee.
Supervisor Name: Date:
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Telework Safety Assessment
This checklist should be followed to assist employees in establishing and maintaining a safe
alternative worksite.

0 There is adequate lighting provided at the worksite.
0 All electrical equipment is free of recognized hazards that could cause physical harm.
0 The electrical system is adequate for office equipment.
0 Aisles, doorways, and corners are free of obstructions permitting visibility and movement.
0 First aid supplies are readily accessible and adequate.
0 The office space is neat, clean, and free of hazardous materials.

Signatures
Employee's Name Supervisor's Name

Date Date

Employee's Signature Supervisor's Signature
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Management Directive
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Nfloml Wyatt . Sectary of Administration

By Dir*c««sn Of : 0*4*
August 20„ 2007

Thi* directive replaces th* February 9, 2005
nemo from the Deputy Secretary for Human
Resources and Management subject ‘Working
from Horn*" and establishes policy for agencies
to enable and permit certain employee* to work
f r o m h o m e d u r i n g p e r i o d * o f
emergencies This directive doe* not establish
a policy for teleworking or permit employee*(other than those that currently work from their
home*) to work from home for routine or non-
emergency altuation*. Changes are Indicated
by marginal dot*.

1. PURPOSE.

To establish general policy that will enable Commonwealth agencies to include in their emergency

operations plans the ability for certain employees to work from home during a period of
emergency, in order to allow the agencies to continue to provide essential and critical services to

the citizens of Pennsylvania.

2. SCOPE.
This directive applies to employees in all departments, boards, commissions, and councils under
the Governor's jurisdiction. Agencies not under the Governor's jurisdiction and using the
commonwealth's connection to the Internet are encouraged to use this directive as a guideline.
This policy shall be applicable to all emergencies, as part of the three-scenario planning concept,
including but not limited to natural and man-made disasters and pandemic influenza. Because the
response to an emergency will be event driven, this policy provides general guidance only, and
agencies can expect more specific guidance and direction through additional Management

Directives and Executive Orders during actual periods of emergency.

3. OBJECTIVE.
To define and establish general standards for determining the circumstances under which working
from home will be incorporated into each agency's Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP).
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4. DEFINITIONS.
a. Critical business functions. Those functions, stated or implied, that must be performed
during or after a period of emergency either because they are required by statute, regulation
or executive order or are otherwise necessary to provide vital services, exercise civil authority,
maintain the safety and well being of the general populace, and sustain critical support to the
citizens of Pennsylvania or other Commonwealth departments.
b. Three-Scenario Planning Concept. Each Agency's COOP must address each of the following
scenarios:

(1) The single building scenario assumes that only one building is affected, for either a
short (hours or days) or long term (weeks or longer) period. If an agency is housed in
multiple buildings in one geographic area, e.g. Harrisburg, then the single building event
would likely only affect a portion of all critical business functions. Displacement is
relatively minor and there is minimal impact to interdependencies among agencies;

(2) The catastrophic scenario assumes massive displacement of the agency as well as
many others, e.g. the Capitol Complex, with substantial degradation to interdependent
resources and systems;

(3) The pandemic scenario assumes that there is an influenza-generated disruption of
the workforce that is indiscriminate as far as impact, and that infrastructure is affected
only to the extent that systems require maintenance and/or operation by a severely
depleted workforce. A pandemic event may last for months and may require on-going
critical function evaluation. For example, a function that is not critical in the beginning
of the pandemic may become critical later.

c. Alternate Work Site. An alternate worksite(s) selected by an agency to be used when the
primary worksite is not available. The alternate worksite may not accommodate all employees
from the regular work location. Depending on the event, an agency may have several alternate
sites including public sites with internet connections such as libraries or computer enabled
training facilities.

d. Emergency or Period of Emergency. Any natural or man-made disaster or pandemic
influenza event that causes an interruption in normal work practices.

e. Social Distancing Management. Taking measures to slow the spread of pandemic influenza
by limiting the opportunities for exposure to the virus.

f. Telework. For the purpose of this directive is working from an employee's home when an
employee's primary work location is inaccessible or the employee is not able to be located in
the agency's alternate work location due to an emergency. A pandemic scenario may require
certain employees to work from home to achieve a social distancing management. A
catastrophic scenario may require certain employees to work from home in order to reduce
the amount of space the Commonwealth needs to identify for use as alternate work sites for
multiple agencies.

5. TECHNOLOGY,

There are different levels of technology available to enable working from an alternate work
location or home. Technologies range from land telephones and cell phones to Wireless email and
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Virtual Private Networks (VPN). Each of these technologies has a cost associated with it both in

dollars and system resources. It is very important that each agency match the available technology
with necessary requirements for an alternate work location or the functions an employee will be
expected to perform at home. Information on the available IT system technologies and
considerations for their use is found in ITB-BUS003 Emergency Telework Policy.
6. POLICY.

a. Each agency, as part of its Continuity Of Operations Plan (COOP), is to identify its critical
business functions and the methods in which those critical business functions will be
accomplished during periods of emergency. The agency COOP is to address how it will provide
critical services under the three-scenario concept. This should include identifying which
employees, essential to continuing critical operations and disaster recovery, will report to an
alternate work location and which will work from home. Not all employees will be involved in
initial emergency operations or initial recovery efforts and not all employees will be able to

perform work from home.
b. Employees working from home will continue to be covered by and expected to abide by all
existing Commonwealth policies and regulations, including but not limited to worker's
compensation, collective bargaining agreements, memoranda of understanding, and the Civil
Service Act and Rules as modified by any Executive Orders.
c. Pursuant to this policy the Commonwealth will not establish home offices, nor provide
permanent installation of computers or other technological equipment for a home office for
employees who do not already have this as part of their employment structure.

d. This policy does not permit employees to work from home during non-emergency periods,
except for the purposes of training, testing and/or exercising the agency's COOP.

7. RESPONSIBILITIES.

a. Office of Administration shall:

(1) Establish appropriate technology policies and procedures to enable teleworking

pursuant to this Management Directive - ITB-BUS003 Emergency Telework Policy.

( 2) Establish specific enterprise-wide policies regarding workforce management during
periods of teleworking, including communications, supervision and accountability. (See
Appendix A).
(3) Handle labor relations related to this policy with all relevant bargaining units.

(4) Answer agency questions concerning the application of this management directive.

b.Agencies shall:
(1) Develop a COOP using the three-scenario concept which may include certain
employees performing work supporting critical business functions from the employees'
homes.
(2) Regularly review its COOP, including the ability to perform those critical business
functions at an alternate work location or from employees' homes.

(3) Provide aggregate information to the Office for Information Technology (OIT) about
the total number of employees who could be expected to work from home in an
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emergency, so that the Office of Administration is able to assess the total demand for
remote network capability and address any shortfall.
(4) The agency head or designee shall consult with the Office of Human Resource and
Management to determine when an emergency exists that will activate the working
from home provisions of this policy.
(5) Regularly review its COOP, including the ability to perform those critical business
functions at an alternate work location or from employees' homes.
(6) The agency head or designee shall provide specific information regarding the
activation of the working from home provisions of this policy to the Office of Human
Resources and Management as soon as possible.
(7) Each agency shall establish a training plan and conduct periodic exercises to identify
issues and assess effectiveness of working from alternate locations including the homes
of identified employees.

c. Employees shall:
(1) Adhere to the requirements of all applicable policies and procedures regarding the
use of technology, including but not limited to MD 205.34 and MD 205.29.
(2) Adhere to all Commonwealth policies and procedures, including hours of work,
safety, security, confidentiality, use of Commonwealth equipment, standards of
conduct, and the prohibition on conducting personal business during work hours.
(3) Complete the "Employee Emergency Teleworking Agreement", Appendix A, prior to
working remotely, including for training, testing and/or COOP exercise purposes.
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House State Government Committee
COVID-19 Oversight Hearings: Government Telework Policies & Data During COVID-19

Monday, March 15, 2021

9:00 am

Room 60 EW and Virtual

AGENDA

1. Welcome and Housekeeping

2. Committee Member Introductions

3. Swearing in of Testifiers

4. Testifiers

Secretary Michael Newsome, Office of Administration

Deputy Secretary Reid Walsh, Office of Administration

5. Adjournment
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